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Overview
● Introductions & game overview
● Values & first principles
● Consultation
● Tools for plotting simultaneous stories
● Finding the Narrative interest
● Bringing structure to life
● Lessons





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xt2Rj1FeZgs
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We come from outside of games
Our team is made up of:

● non-binary people
● musicians
● theatre-makers
● people of colour
● comics artists
● women
● new parents
● Vtubers
● writers
● neurodiverse people
● people from working-class 

backgrounds 

} Games are 
not made by, 
about, or for 
us.
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Us

Once played Portal 
2 on her MacBook 
with her trackpad.
10+ years theatre 

experience

10+ years game dev experience
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Concept - Values & Feelings
● Inspired by personal relationships with older people

● Nuanced representations of older people with full lives in the 
present



Concept - Values & Feelings
● NPCs aren’t just participants in PC’s story - they are active 

agents in their own lives

● Less player agency allowed for more NPC agency



Concept - Values & Feelings
● Rhythms of daily life

● Exploring how stories take place in real life

● Reflecting the messiness of reality



Consultation
● Stories of aging, of immigrant and Indigenous experiences, 

queer experiences.
● Set in a different time, and on country we have only spent 

limited time on.
● Consultation from the start - not in the last 10% of the 

journey.
● Honouring relationships.
● Different consultants at different stages of the journey.



Consultation
Bunurong Land Council
● Engaged from the start
● Creating not correcting
● Involvement from concept to 

execution
● Listening before agenda



Consultation
● Other consultants:

○ Dementia Australia
○ Family members who worked in the healthcare system
○ Team members with lived experience
○ Our wonderful actors!



Simultaneous Stories
Inspired by interactive/immersive theatre
● Audience curate their own story
● Overlaps; fully realised world



Simultaneous Stories
How do we guarantee a satisfying narrative journey, if we 
can’t guarantee the narrative?
● Is satisfaction the goal?
● Does a narrative take only one shape?



Simultaneous Stories
How do we guarantee a satisfying narrative journey, if we 
can’t guarantee the narrative?
● Is satisfaction the goal?
● Does a narrative take only one shape?

“there were some small moments where I was unsure of what to do… 
While this did leave me wandering the halls aimlessly for a brief time, it 
ultimately felt like this added to the overall feeling that you really are 
Casey; wanting to help, but unsure how.” - Emily Spindler, Games Hub
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Plotting
● Constant evolution throughout development

● Built up relationships after initial storylines were defined.



Plotting - Relationship Matrix
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Our plots are boring



Our plots are boring
Ida and the Birthday Crest
Ida has been knitting Hugo a scarf for his birthday on Sunday 
- a surprise gift. Knitted into the pattern of the scarf is Hugo's 
family crest, which Ida sometimes sneaks into Hugo's room to 
get a better look at. When Hugo dies, Ida decides she must 
finish off the scarf in time for his birthday on the third day of 
the game. On Day 2, Casey can figure this out, and get the 
crest from Hugo’s room, and give it to Ida.
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Dramatic Narrative Structure
● Afforded group discussion per character

● Helped identify ‘quiet sections’ for characters

● Ensured important characteristics have scenes/moments 
that highlight them

● Team process helped identify where consultation was 
needed



Dramatic Narrative Structure
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Now we have to write the 
damned thing…



Now we have to write the 
damned thing…
● This was our homework
● We constantly had to iterate and compromise on what we 

thought the scenes would be
● Making sure that Casey was always actively involved, 

despite not being caught up in (many) fixed plots of her 
own

● Always referring back to narrative structure diagrams



How we did the dialogue
How did we keep character voice so consistent with two 
writers?
● Major/minor stake in characters
● Thinking of people we knew
● Two writers, one editor



Revision after VO recording
● Modifying when and why a scene can play

● Splitting scenes into smaller scenes

● Line-by-line changes - cutting, moving

● Creating alternative pathways into scenes



How did the experiment go?
● “Clear-eyed… about the complexities and the hardships of 

being alive”*

● “Unlike any game before it, Wayward Strand finds a unique 
way to tap into the human condition”†

● “You will come away from Wayward Strand a better person”†

* Steven Nguyen Scaife, Uppercut Crit, “Review: Wayward Strand is a New Classic of Video Game Storytelling”

† Matt Gardner, Forbes, “‘Wayward Strand’ Review: A Slow-Burning, Emotional Work Of Art”

https://www.forbes.com/sites/mattgardner1/


Takeaways
● Less player agency can allow for more dynamic, vibrant and alive 

NPCs, and a fundamentally different player experience.

● You can experiment without being a master already

● Value-driven dev leads to team motivation and cohesion

● Simultaneous Stories: more than the sum of their parts



Takeaways
● Less player agency can allow for more dynamic, vibrant and alive 

NPCs, and a fundamentally different player experience.

● You can experiment without being a master already

● Value-driven dev leads to team motivation and cohesion

● Simultaneous Stories: more than the sum of their parts

● Ponytail is a real narrative structure that everyone knows about
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